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CHAPTER SIX

RECOMMENDED MASTER PLAN CONCEPT
AND CAPITAL FINANCIAL PLAN
of aviation activities and the environmental
preservation of the surrounding environs.
Speci ic goals outlined at the outset included:

The planning process for the Santa Barbara
Airport (SBA or Airport) Master Plan has
included several analytical efforts in the
previous chapters intended to project
potential aviation demand, establish
airside and landside facility requirements,
and evaluate options for improving the
Airport to meet the identi ied facility
needs. The purpose of this chapter is to
describe, in narrative and graphic form, the
recommended Master Plan concept for the
future of Santa Barbara Airport.

Relocation of general aviation facilities
and new general aviation improvements.
Air ield safety improvements.
Consolidation of automobile parking
associated with the new Terminal
Building.
Terminal facilities expansion.

As stated in the Introduction section,
the primary objective of the Master Plan
is to provide the community and public
of icials with proper guidance for future
development which will address aviation
demands and balances continued growth

AIRPORT DESIGN STANDARDS
As a Part 139 certi icated commercial
service airport, Santa Barbara Airport

A I R P O RT M A S T E R P L A N
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stream family of business jets which
range from ARC D-II to C-III. As a result,
the airfield and primary runway (Runway
7-25) should be designed to meet and
maintain ARC D-III design standards.

must comply with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) design and safety
standards. Advisory Circular 150/ 530013A, Airport Design, is the key reference
used to ensure compliance with these
standards.
These design and safety
standards are based primarily upon the
characteristics of aircraft expected to use
the airport on a regular basis.

The crosswind runways (Runways 15R33L and 15L-33R) are designed to meet
ARC B-I (small airplane exclusive) design
standards. The fleet mix of aircraft that
utilize the crosswind runways is not anticipated to change over the course of the
planning period; therefore, the crosswind
runways should maintain ARC B-I (small
airplane exclusive) design standards.

As previously discussed in Chapter Four,
the design codes are based upon the approach speeds and wingspans of these
“critical” aircraft. This is comprised of the
most demanding aircraft or “family” of
aircraft conducting at least 500 annual
operations at the Airport.

Currently, the airfield meets or exceeds
all significant FAA separation distance
standards. A runway design analysis
conducted in Chapter Four – Facility Requirements concluded that existing runway lengths and widths for all three runways are adequate to meet existing and
projected commercial/business jet/small
general aviation demands at the Airport
through the planning period. Therefore,
no significant changes to the airfield are
necessary to meet FAA design standards.

The critical design aircraft for Santa Barbara Airport is driven by both the
transport category aircraft used in the
scheduled airline activities and business
jet activities at the Airport. Analysis in
Chapter Two – Aviation Demand Forecasts indicated that SBA’s current airport
reference code (ARC) is D-III. This includes aircraft in Airplane Design Group
III such as the commercial service Canadair CRJ 900 aircraft and the Gulfstream
G550 business jet aircraft that already
operate at the Airport. Aircraft Approach
Category D aircraft already operating at
the Airport include the Gulfstream G450
business jet and the Embraer 190 commercial service aircraft.

RECOMMENDED MASTER
PLAN CONCEPT

The Master Plan concept includes improvements to the airfield, terminal area,
and general aviation facilities to meet
current and forecast needs over the long
range planning horizon. It is also designed to ensure a viable aviation facility
for the region and State well beyond the
long range horizon. The recommended
concept is depicted on Exhibit 6A. The
following sections further detail these
plans and recommendations.

As the airline fleet mix transitions away
from 50-seat regional jets to larger and
faster 70+ seat jets, the Airport’s share of
narrow body commercial service aircraft
should increase to include more frequent
operations by aircraft such as the Boeing
737 and Airbus A319, both ARC C-III aircraft. In addition, it is anticipated that the
Airport will continue to be used by large
business jet aircraft such as the Gulf-
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Exhibit 6A
RECOMMENDED DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT OVERVIEW

AIRFIELD RECOMMENDATIONS

side of the airfield is problematic because
aircraft are required to taxi across the active primary runway to access Taxiway A.
This layout creates the potential for runway incursions. To correct this layout,
the Master Plan proposes that Taxiway H
be extended to the Runway 7 threshold to
provide a full-length parallel taxiway
north of the primary runway.

The principal airfield recommendations
should always focus first upon safety and
security. Of key importance is to ensure
that FAA airport design standards are adequately planned for and met. Recommendations are then provided to improve
the operational efficiency, circulation, and
capability of the airfield. Exhibit 6B depicts the principal airfield recommendations.

Projects associated with the extension of
Taxiway H include removing pavement
sections near the intersection of Taxiway
C and Runway 7-25 to create a rightangled access taxiway, as well as the relocation of the glide slope antenna. The existing portion of Taxiway H is not
equipped with paved shoulders. The
Master Plan proposes paving the shoulders of Taxiway H along with all other
unpaved shoulder areas of the airfield,
including Runway 15R-33L and Taxiways
E and B.

The following subsections discuss the
recommendations as they pertain to each
runway, the taxiway system, and the airfield support facilities.
Runway 7-25
Runway 7-25 will remain the primary
runway in the future and the current
length, width, and pavement strength
should be maintained. Runway 7 currently supports the Airport’s only CAT I instrument approach.
Runway 25 is
equipped with VOR or GPS instrument
approach with minimums down to 1¼mile visibility.
Both instrument approaches should be maintained through
the planning period.

The other key improvements recommended for Runway 7-25 involve the taxiway access system. Runway 7-25 currently is served by one full-length parallel
taxiway (Taxiway A) located on the south
side of the Runway. Taxiway A provides
adequate access to the primary runway
for commercial service aircraft and general aviation aircraft taxiing to/from the
terminal area and the general aviation
area south of the terminal. However, access to the west end of the runway from
general aviation facilities on the north

The proposed Taxiway H extension would
require the existing glide slope antenna to
be relocated to the south between the
runway and extended taxiway to limit
impacts to the Goleta Slough. Instrument
landing system (ILS) critical area markings and signage would be placed at the
appropriate location on the Taxiway H
extension to indicate to pilots that they
cannot proceed into the ILS critical area
until instructed by airport traffic control.

6-3

A potential runway incursion hot spot has
been identified where Taxiways J and G
provide access to Runway 25. The wide
pavement area (350 feet) with three taxiway centerlines can cause pilot confusion
since lighting and signage are located at
the edge of pavement where they are not
as visible to pilots of aircraft maneuvering
on the middle portion of the taxiway. To
mitigate the runway incursion potential,
DRAFT FINAL

tains. This glide path angle is much
steeper than typical PAPI systems, which
range from three to four degrees. Therefore, it was concluded that a PAPI system
is not feasible for Runway 15R and will
not be included in the recommended Master Plan concept.

two definitive taxiways should be created
by painting an island that separates them.
The island would be painted green to distinguish from active pavement, and the
taxiways would be marked and lighted
accordingly.
Crosswind Runways Runway 15R-33L & Runway 15L-33R

Similar to the taxiway improvement previously discussed for Runway 7-25, the
taxiway access at the north end of the
crosswind runways is a wide pavement
area (220 feet) for a single taxiway centerline. To correct this layout, the excess
pavement areas will be marked and lighted as islands not available for aircraft
movement.

The crosswind runways are planned to
continue to serve primarily small singleand multi-engine piston and small turboprop general aviation aircraft through the
planning period. As previously mentioned, the runway length and width for
both runways is adequate to serve these
aircraft; therefore, no extension or widening projects are planned.

Another taxiway improvement involves
realigning Taxiway B. Presently, the portion of Taxiway B immediately west of the
terminal building is separated from the
Runway 15L-33R centerline at a distance
of 220 feet. South of Taxiway E, Taxiway
B turns to the west, resulting in a separation distance from the Runway 15L-33R
centerline of 200 feet. The Master Plan
proposes correcting the turn in Taxiway B
by relocating a segment of the taxiway to
make the separation distance from the
Runway 15L-33R centerline uniform at
200 feet. This project will also allow for
the terminal ramp to be extended by 20
feet to the west, providing for added
cushion for aircraft pushing back from the
gate area.

Runway 15L currently has a 217-foot displaced threshold. This displacement was
applied due to a building obstructing the
approach surface north of Hollister Avenue. The building causing the obstruction
was recently demolished. Therefore, the
Runway 15L threshold could be relocated
to the north edge of runway pavement if
approved by the FAA. As a result, the full
length of Runway 15L-33R would be usable for landing operations.

Neither crosswind runway is equipped
with a visual approach aid. A precision
approach path indicator (PAPI) visual approach aid was considered in the alternatives analysis for Runway 15R to aid pilots in identifying the appropriate glide
path to the landing threshold. An airspace analysis concluded that the obstacle
clearance surface (OCS) for a PAPI system
on Runway 15R would be penetrated by
the Santa Ynez Mountains north of the
Airport. The glide path would need to be
raised to 6.5 degrees to clear the moun-
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Additional improvements associated with
Taxiway B are the closure of Taxiway K
and relocating a Taxiway E stub from the
Atlantic Aviation ramp to Taxiway B to
the south. These improvements would
mitigate the potential for runway incursion by eliminating direct taxiway access
from a ramp area (terminal ramp and Atlantic Aviation Ramp) to Runway 15L33R.
DRAFT FINAL
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Exhibit 6B
RECOMMENDED AIRFIELD DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

Perimeter Security Fencing

Terminal Development Areas

Fencing along portions of the Airport’s
perimeter needs to be improved to meet
FAA standards. This includes portions of
the southwest perimeter adjacent to the
University of California Santa Barbara
campus and portions of the eastern perimeter beyond the Runway 25 end along
the San Pedro creek. The Master Plan
recommends installing eight-foot security
fencing with three-strand barbed wire in
these areas to meet FAA design standards
for providing a physical barrier to secure
the aircraft operational area.

Assuming no reconfiguration of existing
functional areas, by the long-term planning milestone, an additional 16,190
square feet of terminal space would be
needed to maintain LOS standards. Based
upon input from the public information
workshops, the Advisory Committee, and
the Facility Requirements analysis of this
Master Plan, additional space may be
needed for the following functional areas
over the course of the planning period.
All other functional areas not listed are
anticipated to be adequately sized
throughout the planning period.

PASSENGER TERMINAL CONCEPT

•

Passenger terminal facility needs were
examined in Chapter Four - Facility Requirements. The analysis examined each
functional area of the terminal to determine space needs for each planning milestone. While the planning milestones are
established to be demand-driven, they
have been keyed to demand levels anticipated in the five-, ten-, and twenty-year
timeframes.

•
•

In terms of gross building area, the existing terminal building and each of the individual functional areas presently provide an adequate level of service (LOS).
However, as enplanements increase, additional terminal building space may be
necessary to maintain existing LOS standards. As demand increases, consideration
could also be given to reconfiguring individual functional area layouts to maintain
current LOS standards.

•

•
•

6-5

Departure processing including: ticket
counter and queuing area, TSA baggage check area, and airline ticket offices – approximately 3,620 square
feet (s.f.) and increase check-in kiosk
availability.

TSA security station queuing area and
office space – approximately 170 s.f.
Baggage claim area – approximately
650 s.f.
Passenger gates and holdroom areas –
add two gates including the installation of three passenger loading bridges and expand holdroom by approximately 5,900 s.f.
Public spaces including food/beverage
and retail – approximately 1,600 s.f.

Building systems space including mechanical/HVAC and general storage
and circulation – approximately 4,250
s.f.
DRAFT FINAL

As depicted on Exhibit 6C, the plan recommends terminal building additions to
the north and south as determined by
functional area. Ticketing, airline offices,
and the building’s mechanical spaces are
generally located on the north side of the
building. Baggage claim and TSA spaces
are generally located on the south side of
the building. Departure gates, holdrooms,
food/beverage and retail spaces are generally located on the second level of the
terminal building and will have the ability
to be developed to the north or south as
needed.

terminal ramp space of approximately
31,600 square yards will adequately meet
anticipated gate area and overflow/diversion needs.
Terminal Parking and Access Loop
Presently, automobile parking for customers and employees of the terminal
building and rental car ready/return is
satisfied by a short-term lot, two longterm lots, and a rental car ready/return
lot. Combined, these lots provide 1,646
spaces. By the long-term milestone, the
Airport will need to provide approximately 1,938 spaces for these uses. In addition, long-term lot #2 (500 spaces), located north of Hollister Road, is located
within a floodway and should ultimately
be planned to close. To accommodate
these spaces as well as the relocation of
the rental car ready/return lot, the Airport will need to plan for an additional
944 parking spaces.

Airport food/beverage and retail are important to the LOS provided passengers,
visitors, and employees at the Airport, as
well as for generating revenue. The Airport currently has approximately 2,700
s.f. of food/beverage and retail space that
will need to be increased to approximately 4,300 s.f. by the long term milestone.
Market conditions will determine whether expanded food/beverage and retail areas will be made available to visitors prior to the security checkpoint or ticketed
passengers post-security.

Based upon feedback from the workshops
and the Advisory Committee, the recommended terminal parking plan would
consolidate automobile parking near the
terminal, eliminating the need for the
costly shuttle bus service. The Santa Barbara Airport Aviation Facilities Plan, 2003,
identified the need to relocate general
aviation facilities and businesses south of
the terminal building to the north side of
the airfield. This Master Plan carries forward that recommendation to allow for
the expansion of terminal facilities, including automobile parking.

Terminal Ramp
Ramp space adjacent to the terminal is
available to accommodate a northerly addition to the departure concourse. A portion of the north terminal ramp is also
planned to be utilized for overflow and
aircraft diversions. An addition of the departure concourse to the south would require the rental car ready/return lot to be
relocated. Additionally, the realignment
of Taxiway B previously discussed in this
chapter would permit the terminal ramp
to be extended to the west by 20 feet
providing additional space for pushback
and ramp circulation. In all, the planned
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Once facilities and businesses south of the
terminal building are relocated, the space
can be redeveloped for surface parking
capable of providing up to 1,200 spaces.
This lot would be divided among longDRAFT FINAL
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Exhibit 6C
RECOMMENDED TERMINAL AREA CONCEPT

term, rental car ready/return, and employee parking. The terminal loop road
would be extended to the south to provide
additional
terminal
frontage
(dropoff/pickup curb) as well as to allow
for up to 115 more short-term parking
spaces. The combined 1,315 additional
surface parking spaces are adequate to
meet long-term milestone demands for
terminal customers, rental car ready/ return, and employee parking.

Presently, the lavatory dump station is
located on the north side of the airfield,
which has caused issues with lavatory
carts accidentally accessing the active airfield. A new lavatory dump station is
planned at the south end of the terminal
area to provide a more convenient location for sanitary wastes from aircraft to
be disposed.
GENERAL AVIATION CONCEPT

A parking structure was considered in the
Alternatives analysis as a potential solution to parking demands. Ultimately, it
was considered more desirable and costeffective to delay a parking structure and
satisfy parking needs with surface parking.

The general aviation facilities are presently located south of the terminal building
and on the north side of the airfield. As
has been discussed, in order to provide
for terminal area development, including
expanded surface parking lots, general
aviation facilities are planned to be consolidated on the north side of the airfield.
This will provide distinct and separate
functional areas for the primary aviation
uses on the Airport, creating a safer operational environment. The general aviation area is planned to be further segregated according to specific users (i.e.,
larger corporate jet/turboprop aircraft or
small single- and multi-engine piston aircraft).

For future planning purposes only, a footprint has been identified on Exhibit 6C
for a potential parking structure. In this
location, a parking structure could be
built with four levels to a maximum
height of 40 feet, providing approximately
789 spaces. At such a time that demand
begins to exceed the Airport’s planned
surface parking capacity, a parking structure such as the one described should be
considered.

Exhibit 6D outlines the recommended
north landside development concept for
the proposed general aviation area. This
concept is based upon the input and
comments received from the Master Plan
Advisory Committee and the public
through the alternatives process.

Ancillary Terminal Facilities
Additional terminal facilities that were
recommended in the Facility Requirements analysis include the installation of
a trash compactor and a lavatory dump
station. A trash compactor will reduce
the frequency of trash and waste materials collection and is planned to be located
in the sally port on the south side of the
terminal where the trash facilities are
presently located.

Fixed Base Operator Leaseholds

6-7

The northeast area provides for two 23acre FBO leasehold parcels. The equally
sized leaseholds are capable of being developed by an FBO to provide a full range
DRAFT FINAL
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Exhibit 6D
RECOMMENDED NORTH LANDSIDE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

of services including aircraft storage
hangar space, ramp space, helicopter
parking, and general aviation terminal
facilities. Specific facility layouts of the
leaseholds will be determined by the FBO
developers so they can more adequately
meet the needs of their customers. Potential FBO developments will be required to
comply with Article 5 of the Airport’s
Minimum Standard Requirements for
FBOs (as revised in 2006).

and will be located outside of the floodway.

Prior to the construction of new maintenance buildings in this parcel, an airspace
evaluation should be conducted to ensure
that the design meets all FAA criteria for
on-airport facilities.
Small General Aviation
Aircraft Developments

The existing restaurant building will
eventually need a major rehabilitation/renovation or replacement. Subsequently, a new restaurant/conference
center development site is proposed
where the existing airport administration
building is located. This site would be located with equal proximity between the
two FBO leasehold parcels. Airport administration offices are proposed to be
relocated to offices within Building 244,
which is currently leased by Ampersand
through May 2018.

T-hangar development is focused in two
locations on the north side. Two 13-unit
T-hangar facilities are proposed to replace existing hangar facilities, which are
in poor condition, immediately west of
the proposed FBO leasehold parcels.
Since the new T-hangar facilities are to
replace existing facilities, minimal site
preparation is anticipated. Two 15-unit
T-hangar facilities are proposed immediately east of the airport traffic control
tower (ATCT). This site is presently developed with non-aviation related facilities, which are planned to be relocated to
an area of the Airport that does not have
accessibility to the airfield. Site preparation for these T-hangar facilities will be
extensive, including the clearing of existing buildings and constructing taxilanes
leading to the T-hangars from the ramp.
Building 309 is planned to be removed in
association with this project to clear the
taxi route for aircraft to/from the Thangar facilities.

Additional projects in the northeast corner of the airfield include the ultimate
removal of Buildings 248 and 249. These
buildings are located in the floodway and
are in a dilapidated condition. Due to the
potential historic nature of these buildings, a historian should be consulted prior
to demolition.
Maintenance Yard Relocation

The Airport’s maintenance yard that is
currently located within a floodway is
proposed to be relocated to a 3.0-acre
parcel immediately south of Building 244
and east of the FBO leasehold parcels.
This site will provide more immediate access to the airfield and landside facilities

6-8

Four aviation-related revenue support
parcels are proposed in the northwest area of the airfield. These parcels range in
size from 0.5 acres to 0.7 acres and are
intended to be leased to aviation-related
business developers, such as a specialty
operators or hangar developers. Each of
these parcels has direct access to the airDRAFT FINAL

field and will require the clearing of existing facilities for new construction.

The City of Goleta has adopted plans to
improve traffic flow in the vicinity of the
Airport. These plans include the extension of Fowler Road and Ekwill Street
from Fairview Avenue east to Kellogg Avenue. These extensions are planned to
reduce some congestion on Hollister Avenue and provide better public transit
routes linking Old Town Goleta to other
areas, including the Airport. These vicinity roadway extensions are depicted on
Exhibit 6A.

The majority of the northwest ramp has
been designated as an airport-managed
small aircraft transient parking area. This
ramp area will allow pilots an alternative
parking location if they choose not to utilize FBO facilities and services. This approximately 24,200 square yard ramp area (including a 3,000 square yard ramp
expansion), would be capable of providing approximately 40 individual singleand multi-engine piston aircraft tiedown
positions.

The 2008 Regional Transportation Plan,
prepared by the Santa Barbara County
Association of Governments (SBCAG)
identified plans to improve bikeway networks throughout the County. Existing
bikeways in the vicinity of the Airport include Class 2 paths along William Moffett
Place, James Fowler Road, Fairview Avenue, and Hollister Avenue. The 2008 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) proposes upgrading these Class 2 bike paths to
Class 1 bike paths.

An aircraft wash rack is planned on the
northwest ramp to replace the existing
wash rack, which is located within an FBO
leasehold parcel. The wash rack will be
designed to capture and properly dispose
of water and cleaning substances into the
sanitary sewer system. Adjacent to the
proposed wash rack is a self-service
maintenance facility, which serves as a
site for aircraft owners to perform routine maintenance on their aircraft. This
facility would be equipped with storage
containers for the disposal of hazardous
aircraft fluids, such as engine oil.

As defined in Santa Barbara County’s
Draft Bicycle Master Plan (2012), Class 1
bikeways (bike paths) are facilities with
exclusive right of way, with cross flows by
motorists minimized. Section 890.4 of the
State of California Streets and Highways
Code describes Class 1 bikeways as serving "the exclusive use of bicycles and pedestrians." The minimum paved width for
two-way bicycle traffic is eight feet; the
minimum paved width for one-way bicycle traffic is five feet.

AIRPORT ACCESS AND
CONNECTIVITY
As a result of the proposed projects in the
Master Plan, arriving and departing passengers will continue to primarily utilize
existing access roads (James Fowler Road
and William Moffett Place) to/from the
terminal building. General aviation user
vehicle traffic will be focused on the north
side of the Airport via Hollister Avenue
and the frontage Firestone Road.
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In addition, the length of Hollister Avenue
north of the Airport is not equipped with
paved sidewalks. The City of Santa Barbara Airport Department (Airport Department) considers the construction of
sidewalks along Hollister Avenue a prioriDRAFT FINAL

tain its long-term viability and continue to
provide air transportation services to the
region.

ty to improve pedestrian connectivity and
safety.
The Airport Department acknowledges
these recommended bike path and sidewalk improvements and will continue to
work with the various entities to ensure
that these improvements are realized.
Bike path improvements are assumed to
be located within public right-of-ways
(ROWs) and not on Airport Improvement
Program (AIP) obligated Airport property. Sidewalk construction is also assumed
to be associated with future facility development as a requirement to meet the
Airport’s minimum standards.

CAPITAL FINANCIAL PLAN

The successful implementation of the
Master Plan for Santa Barbara Airport will
require sound judgment on the part of the
Airport Department to meet changing
needs. Among the more important factors influencing decisions to carry out a
recommendation are timing and Airport
activity, which have recently been affected by depressed economic conditions.
Both of these factors should be used as
references in plan implementation.

RECOMMENDED MASTER
PLAN CONCEPT SUMMARY

Experience has indicated that problems
have materialized from the standard
time-based format of traditional planning
documents. The problems center on inflexibility and inherent inability to deal
with unforeseen changes that may occur.
While it is necessary for scheduling and
budgeting purposes to consider the timing of airport development, the actual
need for facilities is established by airport
activity. Proper master planning implementation suggests the use of airport activity levels rather than time as guidance
for development.

The recommended Master Plan concept
has been developed in cooperation with
the Advisory Committee, interested citizens, and the Airport Department. It is
designed to assist the Airport Department
and the FAA in making decisions relative
to future development and growth at Santa Barbara Airport. The plan provides for
development to satisfy expected Airport
needs over the next 20 years and beyond.

Flexibility will be a key to future development since activity may not occur exactly as forecast. The plan has considered
demands that could be placed upon the
Airport even beyond the normal 20-year
planning period to ensure that the facility
is capable of accommodating a variety of
circumstances. The recommended Master Plan concept provides the Airport Department with options to pursue in marketing the assets of the Airport for revenue support and community development. Following the general recommendations of the plan, the Airport can main-
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This chapter of the Master Plan is intended to become one of the primary references for decision-makers responsible for
implementing master plan recommendations. Consequently, the narrative and
graphic presentations must provide understanding of each recommended development item. This understanding will be
critical in maintaining a realistic and costeffective program that provides maximum benefit to the City of Santa Barbara
and the FAA.
DRAFT FINAL

DEMAND-BASED IMPLEMENTATION

Individual project cost estimates account
for engineering and other contingencies
that may be experienced during the implementation of the project and are in
current (2013) dollars. Due to the conceptual nature of a Master Plan, implementation of capital improvement projects should occur only after further refinement of their design and costs
through engineering and/or architectural
analyses. Capital costs in this chapter
should be viewed only as estimates subject to further refinement during design.

Once the specific needs and improvements for the airfield have been established, the next step is to determine a realistic schedule and costs for implementing the plan. This subsection examines
the overall cost of development and a
demand-based schedule for Airport improvements.
The development schedule can be initially
established by dividing the improvement
needs into three planning horizons of
short term, intermediate term, and long
term. For the airfield, the key activity indicator is aircraft operations. For terminal development, enplanements will be
the indicator. Finally, certain general aviation facilities such as hangar development and ramp space developments are
indicated by based aircraft and itinerant
general aviation operations. Table 6A
summarizes the operational milestones
for each planning horizon.

The short term horizon covers items of
highest priority, as well as items that
should be developed as the Airport approaches the short term activity milestones. Priority items should include improvements related to runway and taxiway safety and approach protection. Improvements to facilities that are inadequate for present demand should also be
included in the short term. Because of
their priority, these items will need to be
incorporated into FAA and the Airport
Department’s five-year programming.

Exhibit 6E summarizes capital needs for
the Airport through the planning horizons
of this Master Plan. An estimate has been
included with each project of federal eligibility, although this amount is not guaranteed. For larger capital projects, it may
be necessary for the Airport Department
to apply for discretionary funds (discussed in more detail in the following
paragraphs).

When short term horizon activity milestones are reached, it will be time to program for the intermediate term based upon the next set of milestones. Since
maintenance and rehabilitation of airfield
pavements is an ongoing capital need for
any Airport, airfield pavement maintenance costs are included in each planning
horizon.

6-11
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Project Description
Short Term Program (Years 1-5)
FY2014 1 Runway 15L-33R Overlay
2 Runway 7-25 Overlay
3 Mark/Paint Airfield Islands
FY2015 4 Runway 7-25 Overlay
5 Install Flush-Mounted Hold Marking Lights and Remove 15L Displaced Threshold
FY2016 6 GA Pavement Replacement
7 Construct Lavatory Dump Station
8 Install Trash Compactor at Terminal Building
9 Acquire ARFF Equipment
FY2017 10 GA Pavement Replacement
11 Taxiway A Rehabilitation
12 Remove Taxiway K and Realign Taxiway E Stub
13 Acquire Avigation Easement (7.4 Acres)
14 Acquire Avigation Easement (1.3 Acres)
15 Extend Taxiway H to Runway 7 Threshold
FY2018 16 GA Pavement Replacement
17 Taxiway A Rehabilitation
18 Airport Security Upgrade System
19 Improve Perimeter Fencing
20 Add Passenger Loading Bridge to Terminal
Short Term Program Total
Intermediate Term Program (Years 6-10)

AIP Eligible

Local Share

Total Costs

$1,583,533
$1,022,032
$680,400
$2,855,286
$374,220
$1,000,000
$952,560
$408,240
$1,260,000
$1,000,000
$1,900,000
$112,437
$451,799
$79,370
$8,024,333
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$961,225
$450,000
$1,020,600
$26,136,035

$162,369
$104,795
$75,600
$292,769
$41,580
$102,536
$105,840
$45,360
$140,000
$102,536
$194,818
$12,493
$50,200
$8,819
$891,593
$102,536
$102,536
$98,560
$50,000
$113,400
$2,798,338

$1,745,902
$1,126,827
$756,000
$3,148,055
$415,800
$1,102,536
$1,058,400
$453,600
$1,400,000
$1,102,536
$2,094,818
$124,930
$501,999
$88,189
$8,915,925
$1,102,536
$1,102,536
$1,059,785
$500,000
$1,134,000
$28,934,373

1 Terminal Facility Addition (5,000 sf to the North)
2 Extend Terminal Loop Road to the South
3 Convert Atlantic Aviation Ramp to Long Term Surface Parking Lot

$4,422,600
$975,240
$1,070,814

$491,400
$108,360
$118,979

$4,914,000
$1,083,600
$1,189,793

4 Expand Short Term Surface Parking Lot (4,000 sy)
5 Expand Terminal Apron (7,000 sy) Removing Rental Car Ready/Return Lot
6 Remove Hangar (Building #317)

$120,960
$1,626,156
$0
$306,180
$204,120
$5,361,552

$13,440
$180,684
$254,352
$34,020
$22,680
$595,728

$134,400
$1,806,840
$254,352
$340,200
$226,800
$5,957,280

$0
$0
$2,250,000
$16,337,622

$3,144,960
$100,000
$250,000
$5,314,603

$3,144,960
$100,000
$2,500,000
$21,652,225

$8,641,080
$2,556,626
$1,182,384
$1,388,016
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$4,500,000
$18,268,106
$60,741,762

$960,120
$284,070
$131,376
$154,224
$1,459,458
$4,711,770
$254,352
$3,628,800
$87,091
$500,000
$12,171,261
$20,284,202

$9,601,200
$2,840,695
$1,313,760
$1,542,240
$1,459,458
$4,711,770
$254,352
$3,628,800
$87,091
$5,000,000
$30,439,366
$81,025,964

(38,200 sy - Fencing/Marking/Circulation)

7 Construct Small Aircraft Wash Rack
8 Construct Self-Service Maintenance Facility
9 Relocate Maintenance Yard Site Preparation/Grading and Extend Utilities/

Realign Perimeter Service Road

10 Construct T-Hangar Facilities (Two 13-Unit Structures)
11 Relocate Airport Administration Offices to Building #244
12 Airfield Pavement Maintenance

Intermediate Term Program Total
Long Term Program (Years 11-20)
1 Terminal Facility Addition (11,200 sf to the South)
2 Realign Taxiway B
3 Pave Runway 15R-33L and Taxiway E Shoulders
4 Construct Apron (5,700 sy)
5 Clear/Grade Site for T-Hangar Facilities
6 Construct Taxilanes/Ramp for T-Hangar Facilities
7 Remove Hangar (Building #309)
8 Construct T-Hangar Facilities (Two 15-Unit Structures)
9 Remove Hangars (Buildings #248 & #249)
10 Airfield Pavement Maintenance
Long Term Program Total
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS
Sources: Estimates prepared by Kimley-Horn and Associates.
All costs in current (2013) dollars and based upon current federal funding programs.

Exhibit 6E
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

TABLE 6A
Aviation Demand Planning Horizons
Santa Barbara Airport
2011

Short
Term

ANNUAL OPERATIONS
Itinerant
Air Carrier
21,442
22,200
Air Cargo
430
540
Other Air Taxi
4,307
4,800
General Aviation
43,581
45,000
Military
1,135
1,200
Local
General Aviation
37,132
39,000
Military
258
250
Total Operations
108,285
112,990
ANNUAL ENPLANEMENTS, CARGO, AND BASED AIRCRAFT
Enplanements
365,769
440,000
Air Cargo Tons
2,058
2,600
Based Aircraft
178
194

SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS

22,600
600
5,200
48,300
1,200

41,300
250
119,450
503,400
2,800
206

Long
Term
25,000
7,000
6,100
53,800
1,200

46,100
250
133,150
657,000
3,400
236

at the north end of the crosswind runways and the removal of the Runway 15L
displaced threshold; marking/lighting airfield islands; eliminate Taxiway K and
shift the Taxiway E stub to the south.

As indicated earlier, the short term planning horizon is the only development
stage that is correlated to time. This is
because development within this initial
period is concentrated first on the most
immediate needs of the airfield and landside areas. Therefore, the program is presented year-by-year for the first five years
to assist in capital improvement programming. Short term improvements
presented in Exhibit 6E and depicted
on Exhibit 6F are estimated at $28.9
million.
The major focus of the short term period
is on making improvements to the airfield, which will enhance overall operational safety and efficiency. Projects include the following: extension of Taxiway
H to the Runway 7 end; acquisition of avigation easements for approximately 8.7
acres of land beyond Airport property
that is encompassed by the crosswind
runway protection zones (RPZs); installation of flush-mounted hold marking lights

Intermediate
Term

The Taxiway H extension project is a major safety priority for the Airport and includes the elimination of existing pavement to create a right-angled taxiway
where Taxiway C intersects with the
Runway. This project also includes the
relocation of the glide slope antenna to
allow for the taxiway extension.

Additional short term projects include
improvements to perimeter security fencing to meet FAA design standards, and
installation of the lavatory dump station
and the trash compactor. A passenger
loading bridge is also planned to be installed at Gate 3, which is not currently
equipped with a loading bridge.
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The Airport’s current five-year Airport
Capital Improvement Program (ACIP)
was incorporated into the Master Plan’s
DRAFT FINAL
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Exhibit 6F
SHORT TERM PROJECTS

INTERMEDIATE TERM
IMPROVEMENTS

Capital Financial Plan. Projects from the
ACIP include airfield pavement maintenance projects to overlay Runway 15L33R and Runway 7-25, general aviation
ramp pavement replacement, Taxiway A
rehabilitation, the acquisition of aircraft
rescue and firefighting (ARFF) equipment,
and the upgrade of airport security systems.

Intermediate term improvements are
presented on Exhibit 6E and depicted on
Exhibit 6G. The mid-range improvements focus on the consolidation of general aviation facilities on the north side of
the airfield and the expansion of terminal
facilities.

Runway 15L-33R was most recently rehabilitated in 2006 with a four-inch asphalt concrete overlay. The runway is
currently in fair condition and needs to be
rehabilitated. The last major maintenance of Runway 7-25 was performed in
2006. The overlay of Runway 7-25 will
include cold milling the existing grooved
surface off, a four-inch asphalt concrete
overlay, grooving, and pavement markings. Several areas of uncontrolled general aviation ramp space are in poor condition. These poor pavement areas are
planned for replacement, including the
installation of aircraft tie downs and
pavement marking. Taxiway A is in fair
condition and is need of rehabilitation
due to normal wear and tear of the asphalt concrete pavement.

The first project listed in the intermediate
term is a north addition to the terminal
building. A 5,000 s.f. addition will allow
for increased passenger ticketing area,
airline offices, concourse holdroom and
passenger loading gate, as well as well as
related building system/support and circulation.

The next step in the intermediate term
will be to begin the relocation process of
general aviation facilities from south of
the terminal. With leases set to expire in
the short term, this should begin with a
request
for
proposal/qualification
(RFP/RFQ) process to allow fixed base
operators (FBOs) to bid for the two FBO
lease parcels on the north side of the Airport. Once this process is completed and
facilities are vacated south of the terminal, the next phase of terminal area development can begin. This would include
additions to the short-term lot and the
construction of a new long-term lot. Once
completed, the new long-term lot will replace long term lot #2 north of Hollister
Avenue and the rental car ready/return
lot. The existing rental car ready/return
lot, once relocated, will be converted to
terminal ramp space.

The Airport’s current security system was
designed in 2004 and installed in 2005.
The system controls access within the
terminal building and adjacent area as
well as the entire airfield perimeter. The
system utilizes high technology components including a centralized computer
system, proximity card readers, digital
cameras, and infra-red heat sensing devices. The project involves a replacement
of the centralized computer server, workstations, software, proprietary readers
and other primary components of the system.

As FBO development occurs in the northeast corner of the airfield, projects are
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Exhibit 6G
INTERMEDIATE TERM PROJECTS

Airfield improvements programmed for
the long-term include the realignment of
Taxiway B and the paving of the shoulders of Runway 15R-33L and Taxiway E.
The Taxiway B realignment will allow for
the expansion of the terminal ramp as
well.

proposed for the northwest ramp to cater
to smaller general aviation aircraft. These
projects include the clearing of a hangar
(Building 317) to create more ramp space
and the construction of an aircraft wash
rack and self-serve maintenance facility.

Remaining intermediate term projects
include: the relocation of the maintenance
yard; the construction of two new Thangar facilities; and the relocation of
airport administration offices.
The maintenance yard relocation will involve site preparation (grading) and utility extension as well as new facility construction. Several existing hangar facilities on the northeast ramp are in poor
condition and will ultimately need to be
removed or replaced. Two new 13-unit
T-hangar facilities are planned outside of
the FBO leasehold parcels to replace existing hangars in poor condition. The existing airport administration office site is
proposed to be developed as a restaurant/conference center. At such a time
that a developer leases this site for the
construction
of
a
new
restaurant/conference center, airport administration will relocate to offices within
Building 244.

North side improvements include the expansion of the northwest ramp for added
small aircraft parking and the clearing of
non-aviation related facilities to make
way for two 15-unit T-hangar facilities.
Building 309 is planned to be removed to
allow for taxiway access to the new Thangar facilities, and Buildings 248 and
249 are planned to be removed.

Total costs for the long range program
are estimated at $30.4 million.
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT SUMMARY
The capital improvement program is designed to first address any safety issues
on the airfield. Taxiway improvements
such as extending Taxiway H to Runway 7
and painting taxiway islands are planned
in order to eliminate FAA defined “hot
spots” and to meet FAA design standards.

The estimated cost to fully undertake
the intermediate horizon projects is
$21.7 million.

Many landside projects are associated
with consolidating general aviation facilities on the north side of the airfield and
the expansion of terminal facilities, including vehicle parking lots. Vehicle
parking is planned to be consolidated
near the terminal with an addition to the
short-term lot and the construction of a
new long-term lot south of the terminal.
The terminal building itself will be expanded at various milestones to maintain
LOS standards.

LONG TERM IMPROVEMENTS
Development of long term projects presented on Exhibit 6E and depicted on
Exhibit 6H focus primarily on the expansion of the terminal facility to the south.
An 11,200 s.f. expansion will provide for
additional baggage claim area, TSA baggage check and screening area, passenger
concourse area (holdrooms and gates),
public spaces including food/beverage
and retail, and general building systems
and circulation.
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General aviation will be focused on the
north side where two FBO leasehold parcels are planned on the northeast ramp.
Small general aviation aircraft facilities
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Exhibit 6H
LONG TERM PROJECTS

FEDERAL GRANTS

are planned on the northwest ramp, including added ramp space, an aircraft
wash rack, and a self-service maintenance
facility.

The United States Congress has long recognized the need to develop and maintain
a system of aviation facilities across the
nation for the purpose of national defense
and promotion of interstate commerce.
Various grants-in-aid programs to public
airports have been established over the
years for this purpose. The most recent
legislation affecting federal funding was
enacted on February 17, 2012 and is titled, the FAA Modernization and Reform
Act of 2012.

The 20-year investment total is approximately $81.0 million, with $20.3
million of that total being the responsibility of the airport sponsor. The
remaining $60.7 million is eligible for
federal development grants.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
FUNDING

The law authorizes the FAA’s Airport Improvement Program (AIP) at $3.35 billion
for fiscal years 2012 through 2015. Eligible airports, which include those in the
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS), such as Santa Barbara Airport, can apply for airport improvement
grants. Table 6B presents the approximate distribution of the AIP funds. Currently, Santa Barbara Airport is eligible to
apply for grants which may be funded
through several categories.

Financing for capital improvements
comes from several sources. Contributors
to the Airport’s development are its users,
through a system of user taxes, lease
rates, fees, and charges. These sources
include not only the rates and charges for
Airport use imposed by the Airport Department, but also federal airport improvement programs and passenger facility charges. The following paragraphs
outline the key sources for funding.

TABLE 6B
Federal AIP Funding Distribution
Funding Category
Percent of Total
Apportionment/Entitlement
Passenger Entitlements
29.19%
Cargo Entitlements
3.00%
Alaska Supplemental
0.65%
State Apportionment for Nonprimary Entitlements
10.35%
State Apportionment Based on Area and Population
9.65%
Carryover
10.77%
Small Airport Fund
Small Hubs
1.67%
Nonhubs
6.68%
Nonprimary (GA and Reliever)
3.34%
Discretionary
Capacity/Safety/Security/Noise
11.36%
Pure Discretionary
3.79%
Set-Asides
Noise
8.40%
Military Airports Program
0.99%
Reliever
0.16%
Totals
100.00%
* FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012
AIP: Airport Improvement Program
Source: FAA Order 5100.38C, Airport Improvement Program Handbook
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Funds*
$977,865,000
$100,500,000
$21,775,000
$346,725,000
$323,275,000
$360,795,000
$55,945,000
$223,780,000
$111,890,000
$380,560,000
$126,965,000

$281,400,000
$33,165,000
$5,360,000
$3,350,000,000

DRAFT FINAL

Funding for AIP-eligible projects is undertaken through a cost-sharing arrangement, in which FAA provides up to 90
percent of the cost and the airport sponsor invests the remaining 10 percent. In
exchange for this level of funding, the airport sponsor is required to meet various
Grant Assurances, including maintaining
the improvement for its useful life, usually 20 years.

enplaning at least 10,000 passengers annually.

An airport enplaning 10,000 or more passengers annually will receive the higher of
$650,000 or an amount based upon the
entitlement formula. The entitlement
formula is $7.80 per enplaned passenger
for the first 50,000 enplanements, and
$5.20 per enplanement for the next
50,000 enplanements. The next 400,000
enplanements provide $2.60 each, and an
airport receives $0.65 for the next
500,000 enplanements. For each annual
enplanement above one million, the airport receives $0.50.

The source for AIP funds is the Aviation
Trust Fund. The Aviation Trust Fund was
established in 1970 to provide funding for
aviation capital investment programs
(aviation development, facilities and
equipment, and research and development). The Aviation Trust Fund also finances the operation of the FAA. It is
funded by user fees, including taxes on
airline tickets, aviation fuel, and various
aircraft parts.

Under the authorizing statute, individual
entitlements are doubled (with a maximum of $26 million and a minimum of
$1.0 million per airport sponsor) if Congressional AIP funding in a fiscal year is at
least $3.2 billion.

Apportionment (Entitlement) Funds

A primary airport will receive the minimum entitlement level until annual enplanements exceed 71,154. Santa Barbara Airport received approximately $2.7
million for FAA Fiscal Year 2011 based on
an enplanement level of 365,769. Provided the entitlement formula remains the
same throughout the next 20 years, the
Santa Barbara Airport entitlement funding levels will continue to grow as presented in Table 6C.

AIP provides funding for eligible projects
at airports through an apportionment
(entitlement) program. Primary commercial service airports receive a guaranteed minimum level of federal assistance
each year, based on their enplaned passenger levels and Congressional appropriation levels. A primary airport is defined as any commercial service airport
TABLE 6C
Projected Annual Entitlements and PFCs
Santa Barbara Airport
Passenger
Enplanement
Period
Forecast
Short Term
440,000
Intermediate Term
503,400
Long Term
657,000

Annual
AIP
Entitlements
$3,068,000
$3,384,420
$3,584,100
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Annual
PFC Revenues
$1,931,600
$2,209,926
$2,884,230

Annual Net
Entitlements and
PFCs
$4,999,600
$5,594,346
$6,468,330
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suring airport safety and security are
ranked as the most important priorities,
followed by maintaining current infrastructure development, mitigating noise
and other environmental impacts, meeting standards, and increasing system capacity.

In addition, airports that have over 100
million pounds of landed weight by allcargo carriers receive a cargo entitlement.
The national cargo entitlement fund is established at three percent of the annual
AIP appropriation. The airport cargo entitlement is based upon the airport’s percentage of total landed weight at all eligible airports. The Santa Barbara Airport
air cargo figures are not anticipated to
exceed the federal threshold for entitlement funds through the planning period.

It is important to note that competition
for discretionary funding is not limited to
airports in the State of California or those
within the FAA Western Pacific Region.
The funds are distributed to all airports in
the country and, as such, are more difficult to obtain. High priority projects will
often fare favorably, while lower priority
projects many times will not receive discretionary grants.

Small Airport Fund

If a large or medium hub commercial service airport chooses to institute a passenger facility charge (PFC), which is a fee of
up to $4.50 on each airline ticket, for
funding of capital improvement projects,
then their apportionment is reduced. A
portion of the reduced apportionment
goes to the small airport fund. The small
airport fund is reserved for small-hub
primary commercial service airports,
non-hub commercial service airports, and
general aviation airports. Santa Barbara
Airport is a small hub primary commercial service airport; therefore, it is eligible
for funds from this source.

Set-Aside Funds
Portions of AIP funds are set-asides designed to achieve specific funding minimums for noise compatibility planning
and implementation, select former military airfields (Military Airport Program),
and select reliever airports. It is not anticipated that Santa Barbara Airport will
be eligible for this funding category.
FAA Facilities and Equipment
(F&E) Program

Discretionary Funds

In a number of cases, airports face major
projects that will require funds in excess
of the airport’s annual entitlements.
Thus, additional funds from discretionary
apportionments under AIP become desirable. The primary feature about discretionary funds is that they are distributed
on a priority basis. These priorities are
established by the FAA, utilizing a priority
code system. Under this system, projects
are ranked by their purpose. Projects en-
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The Airway Facilities Division of the FAA
administers the Facilities and Equipment
(F&E) Program. This program provides
funding for the installation and maintenance of various navigational aids and
equipment of the national airspace system. Under the F&E program, funding is
provided for FAA Airport Traffic Control
Towers (ATCTs), enroute navigational
DRAFT FINAL

aids, on-airport navigational aids, and approach lighting systems.

PFCs may be used only on approved projects. However, PFCs can be utilized to
fund 100 percent of a project. They may
also be used as matching funds for AIP
grants or to augment AIP-funded projects.
PFCs can be used for debt service and financing costs of bonds for eligible airport
development. These funds may also be
commingled with general revenue for
bond debt service. Before submitting a
PFC application, the airport must give notice and an opportunity for consultation
with airlines operating at the airport.

Facilities at Santa Barbara Airport that
are eligible to receive funding from the
F&E program include the ATCT, navaids,
radar facility, and the Runway 7 approach
lighting system.
PASSENGER FACILITY CHARGES

The Aviation Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1990 contained a provision for
airports to levy passenger facility charges
(PFCs) for the purposes of enhancing airport safety, capacity, security, or to reduce noise or enhance competition.

14 CFR, Part 158, of May 29, 1991, establishes the regulations that must be followed by airports choosing to levy PFCs.
Passenger facility charges may be imposed by public agencies controlling a
commercial service airport with at least
2,500 annual passengers with scheduled
service. Authorized agencies were allowed to impose a charge of $1.00, $2.00,
or $3.00 per enplaned passenger. Legislation (AIR-21) passed in 2000 allowed the
cap to increase to $4.50, which remains
the current cap level. Prior approval is
required from the Department of Transportation (DOT) before an airport is allowed to levy a PFC. The DOT must find
that the projected revenues are needed
for specific, approved projects. Any AIPeligible project, whether development or
planning related, is eligible for PFC funding. Gates and related areas for the
movement of passengers and baggage are
eligible, as are on-airport ground access
projects. Any project approved must preserve or enhance safety, security, or capacity; reduce/mitigate noise impacts; or
enhance competition among carriers.

PFCs are to be treated similar to other
airport improvement grants, rather than
as airport revenues, and are administered
by the FAA. Airlines retain up to 11 cents
per passenger for collecting PFCs. It
should also be noted that only revenue
passengers pay PFCs. Non-revenue passengers, such as those using frequent flier
rewards or airline personnel, are counted
as enplanements but do not generate
PFCs.

Santa Barbara Airport currently imposes
a $4.50 PFC. This current PFC pays 49
percent on an existing 30-year bond for
the construction of the new terminal facility. The remaining 51 percent of the new
terminal bond service is paid by Airport
user fees. Potential annual PFC revenues
are presented in Table 6C.
STATE FUNDING PROGRAMS
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All state grant programs for airports are
funded from the Aeronautics Account in
the California State Transportation Fund.
Tax revenues, which are collected on general aviation fuel, are deposited in the
Aeronautics Account. General aviation jet
fuel is taxed at $.02 per gallon, and Avgas
is taxed at $.18 per gallon.
DRAFT FINAL

The Revenue and Taxation Code spells
out the priority for expenditure of funds:

aside for AIP matching is determined by
the California Transportation Commission
(CTC) each year. Unused set-aside funds
are available for additional A&D grants.
State matching is limited to projects at
airports that are not designated as commercial service airports. Santa Barbara
Airport is not eligible for AIP Matching
Grants as it is a commercial service airport.

• Administration and collection of taxes;
• Operations of Division of Aeronautics;
and
• Grants to airports.

The Public Utilities Code further specifies
the priority of allocation of Aeronautics
Account funds to airports;

Acquisition &
Development (A&D) Grants

• Annual Credit Grants;
• AIP Matching; and
• Acquisition and Development (A&D)
grants.

This grant program is open to general
aviation, reliever, and commercial service
status airports. Also, a city or county may
receive grants on behalf of a privately
owned, public-use airport. An airport
land use commission (ALUC) can receive
funding to either prepare or update a
comprehensive land use plan. Similar to
state Annual Grants, an A&D grant can
fund projects for “airport and aviation
purposes” as defined in the State Aeronautics Act. An A&D grant cannot be used
as a local match for an AIP grant. The
minimum amount of an A&D grant is
$10,000, while the maximum amount that
can be allocated to an airport in a single
fiscal year is $500,000 through single or
multiple grants. The local match can vary
from 10 to 50 percent of the project’s cost
and is set annually by the CTC. A 10 percent rate has been used the past 15 years.
The Annual Grant may not be used for the
local match to an A&D grant.

Annual Credit Grants
To receive an Annual Credit Grant, the
airport cannot be designated by the FAA
as a reliever or commercial service airport. The Annual Credit Grant can fund
projects for “airports and aviation purposes” as defined in the State Aeronautics
Act. It can also be used to fund fueling facilities, restrooms, showers, wash racks,
and operations and maintenance. The
annual funding level is $10,000, and up to
five years’ worth of Annual Credit Grants
may be accrued at the sponsor’s discretion. No local match is required. Santa
Barbara Airport is not eligible for Annual
Credit Grant as it is a commercial service
airport.
AIP Matching Grants
An FAA AIP grant can be matched with
state funds. The current matching rate is
5.0 percent of the federal portion of the
total project cost. A project which is being funded by an AIP grant must be included in the airport CIP. The amount set

Local Airport Loan Program
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Eligible airports, including Santa Barbara
Airport, can obtain low interest loans for
airport development projects, the local
matching portion of an AIP grant, and
DRAFT FINAL

revenue-generating projects such as fuel
farms and hangars. Land banking, airport
access roads, parking lots, and airline facilities are not eligible under the loan
program. Currently, there is no limit on
the size of the loans except the availability
of funds. Santa Barbara Airport utilized
this program to acquire a loan to construct three T-hangar facilities on the
northwest side of the airfield.

ing is then considered. The net balances
of AIP eligible costs, local matching
shares, and the costs of non-eligible projects result in the remaining costs to be
funded.

Table 6D outlines the maximum potential
funds from varying sources that could be
attained during each planning horizon,
based upon the activity levels forecast.
This analysis assumes that the short term
horizon would be attained in five years,
the intermediate horizon would be
achieved in the next five years, and the
long term horizon would be achieved in
an additional 10 years. Each horizon includes the aggregate total costs and funds
available for the given planning horizon.

FUNDING PLAN
The underlying strategy used to develop
the funding plan of the capital improvement program involves first applying projected annual entitlement funding to eligible project costs. Potential state fundTABLE 6D
CIP Financial Assumptions (2013$)
Santa Barbara Airport
Total Project Costs
Grant Eligible
AIP Entitlements (-)
Remaining Grant Eligible Costs
Matching Share Costs (+)
Remaining PFC-Eligible Costs
Passenger Facility Charges (PFC) (-)
Remaining Matching Share
Non-Eligible Costs (+)
Remaining Airport CIP Costs

Short Term
$28,934,373
$26,136,035
$15,340,000
$10,796,035
$2,798,338
$13,594,373
$9,658,000
$3,936,373
-$3,936,373

As presented in the table, each planning
horizon will require substantial investments beyond outside funding sources.
The table does not, however, account for
potential FAA discretionary funding assistance. If available, discretionary funds
could fund up to 90 percent of the remaining matching share line item in the
table. Also, the Airport could secure revenue bonds or other financing to support
the remaining CIP costs. In fact, this is to
be expected for projects such as the ter-

Intermediate Term
$21,652,225
$16,337,622
$16,922,100
-$1,815,291
$1,815,291
$1,815,291
-$3,499,312
$3,499,312

Long Term
$30,439,366
$18,268,106
$35,841,000
-$2,029,790
$2,029,790
$2,029,790
-$10,141,471
$10,141,471

minal building and parking lots. All of
these generate revenues that can assist in
payment of the bonds.
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It should also be noted that the Airport’s
entitlement funding in the intermediate
and long term will be more than sufficient
to fund FAA-eligible projects for these
planning horizons. Because of that, it may
also be possible to utilize PFCs for a portion of the project financing.
DRAFT FINAL

CONCLUSIONS

impact as well as to support its economic
self-sufficiency.

In conclusion, the Master Plan is reviewed
with regard to the Guiding Principles established at the onset of this project.

•

GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF THE SANTA
BARBARA AIRPORT MASTER PLAN
•

The Master Plan considers the needs of all
existing Airport users from scheduled airline activities, air cargo operators, fixedbase
operators
(FBOs),
corporate/business aviation activities, aircraft
maintenance and specialty operators, and
various small general aviation aircraft activities including flight training providers
and recreational/sport activities. The
Master Plan accounts for ground transportation projects to improve connectivity with the local community allowing for
vehicle roadway, bike path, and sidewalk
improvements.

Safety and Security – Provide safe and
secure facilities and operating environment for aviators and the general
public.

Safety, maintenance, and modernization
of the Santa Barbara Airport are the primary emphasis of the Master Plan. Master Plan projects will improve the safe
and secure operating environment by
mitigating runway incursion hot spots
and meeting all FAA airfield design standards. Runway incursion mitigation projects include the extension of Taxiway H
to reduce runway crossings, the creation
of taxiway islands to reduce wide taxiway
pavement areas, and taxiway alignment
modifications to eliminate direct runway
access from ramp areas. Landside projects that enhance safety and security include the relocation of the maintenance
yard so that it is more directly accessible
to the airfield and the improvement of perimeter fencing.
•

•

Economic Vitality – Continue to serve
as a vital economic contributor to the
region while maintaining the Airport’s
economic self-sufficiency.

The Master Plan provides for the maintenance and development of commercial
service and general aviation operators
that contribute to the local economy. Aviation activity beyond current levels is anticipated to grow the Airport’s economic

Transportation Diversity – Provide
modern, quality facilities to serve a variety of aviation needs and services.
Facilitate ground transportation options for travel to and from the Airport.
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Community – Be a good neighbor by
coordinating planning, being responsive to community concerns, and being
proactive in our environmental stewardship.

The Master Plan process has included the
involvement of Airport and community
stakeholders in a Master Plan Advisory
Committee (MPAC). The MPAC met five
times at key milestones in the process to
provide feedback. Public feedback has
been solicited to ensure that future Airport development considers the surrounding community and potential environmental impacts. Four public information workshops have been held
throughout the process. All draft materials have been available for public review
and comment throughout the process on
the Airport’s website: FlySBA.com.
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•

Sustainability – Support sustainable
design of airport facilities and the wise
use of resources.

With the exception of the Taxiway H extension, all developments in the Master
Plan will occur outside of the Goleta
Slough. The Environmental Overview appendix of the Master Plan assesses potential environmental concerns.

Several Master Plan projects support the
Airport Department’s objective of sustainable design. The extension of Taxiway H will reduce taxi times and delays
and thus reduce fuel burn. Relocating the
maintenance yard will reduce fuel usage
for maintenance workers to the airfield
and other on-airport facilities. Installing a
new lavatory dump station closer to the
terminal ramp will reduce fuel usage for
lavatory transport vehicles. A trash compactor at the terminal building will reduce garbage truck trips and fuel usage.

•

•

Cultural Resource Protection – Preserve and enhance our archaeological
and historic resources.

The Master Plan limits effects on cultural
resources to the greatest extent possible.
Where impacts occur, mitigation is
planned so that no significant resource
impacts are experienced.

Environmental Preservation – Assess
future development as it relates to the
Goleta Slough and other sensitive habitats.
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